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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
An important tool in the study of a Banach algebra is an understanding 
of the structure of its idempotents. This has proved true in the case of C*- 
and IV*-algebras. Indeed, the study of the lattice of projections in a 
von Neumann algebra is of fundamental importance in understanding the 
structure of the von Neumann algebra. Moreover, in any Banach algebra d, 
there is a close connection between norm continuous loops of idempotents 
in the two by two matrices over d and the invertibles in the algebra itself. 
The purpose of this article is to establish complete algebraic equivalence 
and similarity invariants for idempotents within nest algebras. We use these 
results in a proof that two similar, commuting idempotents in a nest 
algebra are homotopic. 
The similarity theory of nests of closed subspaces of separable Hilbert 
spaces (or equivalently of projections) has developed to its present state of 
understanding in a series of papers [l-3, 7, 8, 11-141. An analysis of 
properties of the idempotent structure of nest algebras played an essential 
role in the work in [ 131 and also in [14], where aspects of similarity 
theory were extended to a situation internal to a factor von Neumann 
algebra. 
We begin, in Section 2, with criteria for algebraic equivalence and 
similarity of idempotents together with some direct applications. This 
enables one to relate internal structural information to the information 
obtained from studying similarities of nest algebras. However, these criteria 
themselves do not classify all such equivalence classes, for they simply 
enable one to check whether two idempotents belong to the same equiv- 
alence class without showing which equivalence classes exist. We introduce 
the notion of a dimension function in Section 3. Its purpose is to allow the 
construction of equivalence classes to which an idempotent may belong. 
We show that the set of algebraic equivalence classes of idempotents is one- 
to-one correspondence with the set of dimension functions and the set of 
similarity classes is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of com- 
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plimentary pairs of dimension functions. Section 4 is devoted to the study 
of the homotopy properties of idempotents and in Section 5 we study the 
structure of the ideal Rr. Our main results use the Similarity Theorem for 
Nests which was established in final form by Davidson in [S]. 
The results of Sections 2 and 5 were discussed as part of a talk given at 
the 1988 American Mathematical Society Summer Research Institute by 
the first author. The results of Sections 3 and 4 were obtained subsequently. 
These were quite difficult to obtain and are the main results of this paper. 
We have learned from John Orr in personal communication that he, 
motivated by the AMS talk, has used the results from Sections 2 and 5 in 
a proof that R, co is the unique maximal diagonal-disjoint ideal in any nest 
algebra Alg p. 
Let p be a nest with associated nest algebra Alg B. There is an analogy 
between the structure of the set of idempotents in Alg p and the structure 
of the projection lattice of a Type I von Neumann algebra &z’. Let @ be the 
center valued trace of A. The center Z?‘(A) of ./Z is isomorphic to 
L”(X, p) for a suitable measure space (X, p). For a projection p E A!, we 
may regard Q(p) as a measurable function Q(p): X -+ NW { GD }. It is then 
well known that projections p and q are Murray-von Neumann equivalent 
(resp. unitarily equivalent) if and only if Q(p) = Q(q) (resp. G(p) = Q(q) 
and @(Z-p) = @(I- 4)). Moreover, given a measurable function 
u: X + N u ( CE }, one may construct a projection p E & so that c1= Q(p). 
The results in Sections 2 and 3 show that this behavior is mimicked in the 
nest algebra setting: the roles of a projection p E &Z and Q(p) are played by 
an idempotent EE Alg B and its associated dimension function; (see 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3). The analogy extends further-Theorem 3.4 is an 
analog of the well-known result in von Neumann algebra theory charac- 
terizing when a given projection is Murray-von Neumann equivalent or 
unitarily equivalent to a subprojection of another projection. 
Very little is known concerning the connected components of the group 
Y of invertible operators in a nest algebra. Of course if 3 is connected, then 
two similar idempotents in a nest algebra are homotopic. If /3 is afinite nest 
it is trivial that idempotents which are similar within Alg /I are homotopic. 
However, there is no infinite nest for which the answer to the question of 
whether similar idempotents are homotopic is known. The main result of 
Section 4, Theorem 4.1, states that two commuting, similar idempotents in 
a nest algebra are homotopic. This is surprising since there exists a 
C*-algebra containing two similar commuting projections which are not 
homotopic. Several related results follow from Theorem 4.1 which we 
present collectively as Corollary 4.2. 
A nest is a lattice p of projections in W(Z) which is linearly ordered 
(with respect to subspace inclusion), contains 0 and I and is closed in the 
strong operator topology. The algebra of a nest fi, is the set Alg B of all 
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operators in .!%(X’) which leave every projection in p invariant. The 
diagonal of /I is 
%B) = (Ak 8)* n Wg B), 
which coincides with the cornmutant of /?. The core of /3, denoted by g(p), 
is the von Neumann algebra generated by the projections of /?. A nest is 
continuous if q(p) is a nonatomic von Neumann algebra, and is purely 
atomic if %?(/I) is a purely atomic von Neumann algebra. Given a nest b we 
will sometimes use the term /?-interval to describe a projection of the form 
P - Q, with P, Q E fi and P > Q. An atom of p is a minimal nonzero core 
projection; equivalently, an atom may be viewed as a minimal b-interval. 
Let S be an invertible operator. If P is a projection, we shall use the 
notation [SP] to denote the projection onto the range of SP, and we write 
s/l= {[SP] : PEP}. If e is a projection in 9(p) we define 
P,= {epl.,: PEP>. 
Then /3, is a nest in k%I(PX) since e commutes with fi. 
An element E E B(s) is an idempotent if it is equal to its square; we 
reserve the term projection to describe a self-adjoint idempotent. By dim(E) 
we mean the dimension of the range of the idempotent E. Let d be a unital 
subalgebra of %9(X). Two idempotents E and F in d are similar within d 
if there exists an invertible element a Ed with aa E&’ such that 
aEa-’ = F. Recall that in a Banach algebra &, two idempotents E and F 
are called algebraically equivalent, denoted E-F, if there exist elements 
a, b E d such that ab = E and ba = F. The following proposition captures 
two well-known facts on algebraic equivalence; see [S, pp. 25-271 for the 
proofs. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose d is a unital Banach algebra and that E and 
F are idempotents in d. Then 
(1) E and F are similar if and only if Em F and (I- E) N (I- F). 
(2) Algebraic equivalence is an equivalence relation on the set of idem- 
potents in d. 
We will use the following form of the similarity theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let /I,, and flz be nests and let 8: fll + /3* be an order 
isomorphism such that 
dim(P- Q) = dim(B(P) - O(Q)) 
for all P, Q E fl with P > Q. Then there exists an invertible operator S such 
that t?(P) = [SP] for all P E /?. 
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2. THE IDEMPOTENT THEOREM 
It is well known that if E is an idempotent in 9’(Z) then dim (E) is a 
complete invariant for the algebraic equivalence class of E. When 
d = Alg B, one must incorporate the structure of the nest. Our purpose in 
this section is to characterize when two idempotents are either algebraically 
equivalent or similar. This is accomplished in Theorem 2.2. We shall see 
that in a certain sense, Theorems 1.2 and 2.2 are equivalent. 
The compression of an idempotent in Alg /I to an interval of fi is again 
an idempotent because an interval is semi-invariant for Alg fl. The 
following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p be a nest and suppose that E is an idempotent in Alg /I 
and S is an invertible operator in 9(H). Then for any P, Q E /? with P > Q, 
dim((p- Q)W- Q)) 
= dim(( [SP] - [SQ]) SES’( [SP] - [SQ])). 
Proof Fix P and Q in /3 with P< Q. Relative to the finite nest 
y = { 0, Q, P, Z>, S can be factored as S = WA, where A and A ~ ’ belong to 
Alg y and W is a unitary operator. Then 
[SP]-[SQ]= W(P-Q)W*. 
Let G = P - Q. Using semi-invariance of the projection G, we have 
dim( [SP] - [SQ]) SES -‘([SP] - [SQ]) 
=dim( WGAEA ~‘GW*) 
= dim(GAGEGA ~ ‘G) 
= dim( GEG). 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p be a nest in 99(X) and let E and F be idempotents 
in Alg /I. Then 
(1) E and F are algebraically equivalent within Alg /I if and only if 
dim((P-Q)E(P-Q))=dim((P-Q)F(P-Q)) 
for all P, Q E p with Q < P; 
(2) E and F are similar within Alg fi if and only if 
dim((P-Q)E(P-Q))=dim((P-Q)F(P-Q)) 
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and 
dim((P-Q)(1-E)(P-Q))=dim((P-Q)(Z-P’)(P-Q)) 
for all P, Q E fl with Q < P. 
Proof. Part (1) implies part (2) by Proposition 1.1, so we need only 
prove part (1). 
First suppose that E and F are algebraically equivalent, and that 
a, b E Alg /I satisfy ab = E and ba = F. If P and Q are in /3 with Q 6 P, then 
the semi-invariance of the projection P - Q shows that 
(P-Q)a(P-Q) and (P-Q)b(P-Q) 
implement an algebraic equivalence between (P - Q) E( P - Q) and 
(P - Q) F( P - Q). It follows that 
dim((P-Q)E(P-Q))=dim((P-Q)F(P-Q)) 
as required. 
For the converse, suppose that 
dim((P-Q)E(P-Q))=dim((P-Q)F(P-Q)) 
for all P, Q E fl with Q 6 P. Let S and T be invertible operators in B(X) 
which normalize E and F in the sense that e = SES ~ ’ and f = TFT - ’ are 
projections. Since e E Alg( Sp) an e is self-adjoint, we have eE 9(@). In d 
particular, for all P E /I, e commutes with [SP]. Similarly, f~ .9( T/I). Let 
P, Q E b be arbitrary. We may suppose that Q < P. We have 
and 
([TPI - CTQl)f(CTPI - CTQl)=f(L-TPI - CTQI). 
So applying Lemma 2.1 we have 
dim(e(CW- CSQI)) = dWf(CTPI - CTQI)). 
It follows that e[SP] = e[sQ] if and only iff[TP] =f[TQ]. This shows 
that the map 
8: (woe + (U), 
given by 
&eCSPl Iex) =fCTf’l I,.# 
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is well defined and is one-to-one. It is clear that 0 is onto and order 
preserving, so is an order isomorphism. 
Another application of Lemma 2.1 shows that t3 preserves dimensions of 
intervals of the nests (Sp), and (7’/?), in the sense of Theorem 1.2. So by 
Theorem 1.2 there exists an invertible operator Jo belonging to g(eX, .fX) 
such that 
Joe[SP] 2 =f[ TP] IT 
for all P E B. Let K, = J; ’ Now extend Jo and K,, to operators 
J, KEL~?(~%?) by defining them to be 0 on the orthogonal complements of 
e% and f%‘, respectively. Then KJ= e, JK = ,f, K = eKf, and J = fJe. Let 
a=S-‘KTand b=T-‘JS. Then 
ab=S ‘KJS=S-‘eS=E, 
and 
ba= T ~‘JKT= Tp’fT= F. 
Also, for each P E fi we have 
aPX=SS-LKTPX’=S-‘K[TP] A?‘=S”Kf[TP] 2 
=S~‘e[SP]~~S~‘[SP]~=P~, 
using the fact that e commutes with [SP]. This shows that aE Alg 8. 
Similarly, 
bPX = T-‘JSPX = T-‘J[SP] X = T-‘Je[SP] X 
= T-‘f[TP] Xc T-‘[TP] X= PX, 
so be Alg /?. Thus a and b are operators in Alg p which implement an 
algebraic equivalence of E and F. The proof is complete. 1 
Remarks. Theorem 2.2 uses Theorem 1.2 in its proof. Conversely, 
Theorem 2.2 can be used to prove Theorem 1.2. We sketch this derivation: 
Let 8: /I, -P p2 be a dimension-preserving order isomorphism between two 
nests PI c %3(q) and b2 c B(%$). Let y be the nest in a($ @ Zz) defined 
by 
y= {P@B(P): PEPI}. 
Let E=I,,@OandF=O@I,,. Then E and Fare projections in 9(y), and 
an application of Theorem 2.2 shows that there exist a, b E Alg y such that 
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ab = E and ba = F. Note that FbE induces an invertible linear transforma- 
tion TE .!??I(%, X2). Moreover, we have 
TPX; = O(P) X2 
for all P E PI. Thus 0 is implemented by a similarity transformation. 
The version of the similarity theorem stated in Theorem 1.2 has a 
stronger form: Given s>O, the invertible operator S can be taken of 
the form S = II + K, where U is unitary and K is compact with llKj1 <E. 
Correspondingly, using this, Theorem 2.2 can be strengthened: 
(1) If EN F and if E and F are compact perturbations of projections, 
then there exist a, b E Alg /I with ab = E and ba = F such that a and b are 
compact perturbations of partial isometries with b - a* compact. 
(2) If E is similar within Alg /? to F, and if E and Fare compact per- 
turbations of projections, then there is an element CE (Alg fl) n (Alg b))’ 
of the form C= U + K with K compact and U unitary such that 
F= CEC-‘. 
(3) Moreover, given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that if E and F dif- 
fer from projections by compact operators of norm less than 6, then in (1) 
a and b can be chosen of the form a= W+Kl, b= W*+K,, with W a 
partial isometry and K,, K, compact operators of norm less than E; in (2) 
S = U + K3 can be chosen with 1) K31( < E. 
The proof of (1) is an immediate adaptation of the present proof using the 
strong form of the similarity theorem together with the fact that essentially 
self-adjoint idempotents have normalizers of the form I+ compact, with the 
compact part taken of small norm if the idempotent has small difference 
with a projection; note that (2) is a direct consequence of (1). Thus in the 
proof of (1 ), S and T can be taken to be compact perturbations of I and 
Jo can be taken to be an arbitrarily small compact perturbation of a 
unitary operator. The requisite form of a and b follows. For (2) if a and 
b are as above for E, F, and a,, b, are analogous operators for E I, F’, 
then the operator C = FbE + F’b, E’ has the requisite properties. 
Note that we can retrieve the strong form of the similarity theorem from 
the strong form of the idempotent theorem using a modification of the 
method described above. 
Finally, we point out that Theorem 2.2 implies a result of Pitts [ 151 con- 
cerning the K, groups of nest algebras. (See [ 171 or [S] for the definitions 
concerning K-Theory which we use here.) Let {Ai}j”= 1be the set of atoms 
of a nest’ p, and let Q be their sum. Define cp: B’(2) + 9(/I,) by cp( T) = 
z? A,TA,. Here it is understood that if fi is a continuous nest we take 
cp E 0. Then 
‘pat: &(Ak B) + &(WQ)) (1) 
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is an isomorphism of groups. (This fact allows one to explicitly compute 
the K,, group of a nest algebra, see [ 151 for details.) We sketch the proof. 
It suffices to show that the map i,: KO(9(BQ)) -+ K,,(Alg fl) induced by the 
inclusion mapping is an inverse for q*. It is clear that qD* ‘i, = (id,(/,,,),; 
it remains to show that i, is also a left inverse for ‘p.+. Choose an idempo- 
tent E ‘belonging to M,(Alg fi). Note that M,(Alg /j’) is a nest algebra; 
indeed, it is the algebra of the n-fold direct sum of p with itself. 
Theorem 2.2 shows that E @ 1, and q,,(E) @ 1, are algebraically equivalent 
in M,,(Alg /3). It follows that at the level of the semigroup of idempotents 
we have [E] + [Z,,] = (p,([E]) + [Z,,]. Hence, passing to the level of 
&-groups, we find that [E] = (p,([E]) = (i, nq,)( [El). It now follows 
that i, is a left inverse for ‘p*. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to some consequences of 
Theorem 2.2. We also use this theorem to give some examples of pathology 
not previously known. 
Let B be a nest. Then S(b) is a von Neumann algebra with center V(p). 
If E is a projection in 9(b) let Z(E) E g’(p) denote the central cover of E 
in B(p). We call this the core-cover of E. Frequently Z(E) will contain a 
p-interval that is not contained in E. In such cases E cannot be similar to 
Z(E) within Alg B. We do, however, have algebraic equivalence, provided 
/l is a continuous nest. An immediate application of Theorem 2.2 is the 
following. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let B be a continuous nest. [f E is a projection in 9(b) 
then E w Z(E). 
Proof If P, Q E B with P 3 Q, then since (P - Q) E 5$‘(p) it follows that 
(P-Q)E(P-Q)=O 
if and only if 
(P-Q)Z(E)(P-Q)=O. 
Since B is continuous every nonzero projection in 9(p) has infinite dimen- 
sional range. Theorem 2.2 now yields E - Z(E). 1 
Let p be a continuous nest, and let E be a projection in %?(/?). If P, Q E /? 
with P > Q, we say that the interval (P - Q) annihilates E if E(P - Q) = 0. 
It makes sense to define the core-closure of E, denoted Cl(E), to be the 
orthogonal complement of the join of all intervals of /? which annihilate E. 
That is, 
Cl(E)= (V(G : G is a p-interval with EG=O})l. 
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For concreteness, consider the Volterra nest acting on L*( [0, 11, m) which 
consists of the chain 
{P,:Obtfl}, 
where P, = Mx10 ,, is the projection determined by multiplication by the 
characteristic function of [0, t]. Then U(p) = {Mf:f6 L”}, and the core 
projections have the form MXQ for Bore1 sets 0. Given Q, let E = M,.. Let 
v, be the measure defined by 
v,(B) = m(Q l-l B), 
for Bore1 sets B. Let fi be the closed support of v,. Then Cl(E) = M,*. For 
many sets 0, but not for all, ti will be the closure of Q in [0, 11. This will 
be so if 52 is relatively open in [0, 11. In general, si c 0, and fi need not 
contain Q. If 52 is a Lebesgue null set, then fi = 4. If Q is a finite union of 
intervals then b\Q is null so E = Cl(E). For many core projections, Cl(E) 
is strictly greater than E. We have the following application of 
Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let fl be a continuous nest, and let E be a projection in 
the core of /I Then E-Cl(E). 
Proof: By the definition of Cl(E), E and Cl(E) are annihilated by the 
same p-intervals. Thus Theorem 2.2 shows that E - Cl(E). 1 
EXAMPLE 1. If fi is the Volterra nest described above, and if Sz is a 
closed nowhere dense subset of [0, l] of positive measure, let E = Mxn. 
Then E # 0 and Z-E # 0. Let @ denote the complement of Q in [0, 11. 
Then I-E= Mxnc, and clearly Cl(Z- E) = Z. Thus, in this case (Z-E) - I. 
EXAMPLE 2. The above type of example may be pursued further to 
obtain an example of a core projection which is similar within a nest 
algebra to its orthogonal complement. Let /3 be the Volterra nest and let Q 
be a Bore1 subset of [0, l] for which both Q and Qc have positive measure 
and also have non-null intersection with every open subinterval of [0, 11. 
Let E=Mxn. Then I-E=MxOC. Since no p-interval annihilates either E or 
I- E. we have 
Cl(E) = Cl(Z- E) = I. 
Thus by Corollary 2.4 we have E - Z and (I- E) - Z, and hence E - (I- E). 
So by the remark following Proposition 1.1, E is similar to Z-E within d. 
This is apparently new pathology. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let E be the projection of Example 2 and let A E (Alg B) A 
(Ak B) - ’ with AEA-‘= I- E. Then AE= (I- E)A. Now suppose 
II/: B(X) + g(p) is any conditional expectation. Then 
$(A)E= $(AE) = $((I- E)A) = (I- E)+(A). 
Multiplication on the right by (I-E), using the fact that E commutes with 
+(A), yields $(A)E=O. Similarly, $(A)(I- E) =O. So $(A) =O. Thus 
Alg p contains an invertible operator with inverse also in Alg B which is 
annihilated by every expectation from B(X) onto g(b). This fact is 
apparently new. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let E, A be as in Example 3.’ Then AE = A - EA. Hence 
AE-EA=A-2EA=(I-2E)A. 
Then (I- 2E)2 = I so (I- 2E)-’ = (I- 2E) E Alg 8. Thus 
B= (I-2E)A 
is an example of an invertible operator in Alg /? with inverse also in Alg B 
which is a commutator of an element of Alg a with a COW projection. This 
is apparently new. In [ 13, Proposition 3.51 it was proven that if fi is a 
continuous nest then the commutator ideal of Alg B is not proper. This was 
accomplished by producing an operator in (Alg p) n (Alg p)- ’ which is a 
commutator of two elements of Alg /?. However, the technique employed in 
[13] could not be used to produce an invertible operator which is a 
commutator with an operator in g(B). 
For our next theorem we require an extension of Example 2. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let fi be a continuous nest. Then %7(p) contains a projection 
E with the property that for every pair, P, Q E B, with P # Q and P 2 Q, we 
haoe E(P-Q)#O and (I-E)(P-Q)#O. 
ProoJ If a has multiplicity one, then this is true, for by a result of 
Kadison and Singer [9], /? is unitarily equivalent to the Volterra nest, and 
the latter has this property from measure-theoretic onsiderations. (See 
Example 2.) If, now, /3 is arbitrary, then p is a nest in the nonatomic 
abelian von Neumann algebra %?(/?) which generates U(b) as a von 
Neumann algebra. There is a o-weakly continuous *-isomorphism map- 
ping g(p) onto a nonatomic m.a.s.a. in g(Z). This maps /? onto a nest 
which is multiplicity free in B(&). Since the latter has the requisite 
property, so does 8. 1 
A consequence of this is the following. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let p be a continuous nest. Then W(p) contains a 
projection E which is similar within Alg p to I-E. 
If F is a projection in 9(p) then, as noted earlier, F need not be similar 
to its core support Z(F) within Alg b. Thus the following application of 
Theorem 2.2 has some interest. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let fl be a continuous nest, and let F be a projection in 
9(p). Then F is similar within Alg p to some projection in V(p). 
Proof. We may assume F+%?(b). Then I- F$V(/?). Let 
S = V{ G : G is a projection in %‘(/?) with G < F} 
T= A{G : G is a projection in F(b) with G 2 F}. 
Let K = T- S. Then K E: V(p). Consider the nest PK. We have 
W’I /w)’ = (KF’ I m). 
Since 
neither KFI Kx nor its complement contain a nonzero /?,core projection. 
This implies that neither KFI Kx nor its complement are annihilated by a 
nonzero pKinterval. But /Ix: is continuous, so by Lemma 2.5, 9?(/IK) con- 
tains a projection E, with the same property. Then Theorem 2.2 implies 
that there exists 
such that 
A,(KFI Kx) A,’ = E,. 
Extend A,, and A;’ to operators A, A, E 9?(X) by defining them to be Z on 
the orthogonal complement of K&?. Then A 1 = A -l, and a routine com- 
putation shows that A and A - ’ are in Alg /I. Extend E, to a projection E, 
in 58(X’) by defining it to be 0 on the orthogonal complement of K%‘. 
Then E, E U(p). We have 
A(KF =E,. 
By construction we have F= KF+ S, with S < I- K. Thus ASA ~ I = S. So 
AFA-‘=E,+S&‘(/I), 
as required. 1 
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Remark. Note that with minor modifications concerning atoms, one 
can prove a variant of Theorem 2.7 valid for arbitrary nests. 
3. IDEMPOTENTS AND DIMENSION FUNCTIONS 
An idempotent E E Alg B determines a mapping V(E): fi x p --t N u { rx, } 
by the rule, 
VE)(P, Q)=dim(IP-Ql)E(lP-Ql). 
By Theorem 2.2, the mapping V(E) completely determines the idempotent 
E up to algebraic equivalence. The primary purpose of this section is to 
prove Theorem 3.1, which gives a convenient description of the algebraic 
equivalence and similarity classes of idempotents within a nest algebra in 
terms of dimension functions. The main difficulty in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 lies in the proof of item (2) and also item (3). 
A dimension function on /I is a function f: /I x /I + N v (00 } which 
satisfies the following properties: 
(1) .f(f’, Q, =.f(Q, PI, 
(2) .f(P, Q) 6 dimIf’- Ql, 
(3) (jinite additiuity) if {Pi}:=, satisfies P = P, < P, < . . . < P, = Q, 
then f(P, Q) = C:=, f(P,, P,- I 1, 
(4) (lower semicontinuity) If { Ek)pz, is an increasing sequence of 
B-intervals converging strongly to E then lim f( Ek) = f( E). 
(We have abused notation here: technically a dimension function is a func- 
tion on ordered pairs of projections of /I, but it may also be thought of as 
a function on intervals.) Note that if E is an idempotent in Alg /I, then 
V(E) is a dimension function. 
Given an ordered pair (f, g) of dimension functions on b, we say that 
(A g) is a complementary pair of dimension functions if for all P, Q E B, 
BP, Q) + g(P, Q) = dimIf’- Ql. 
We can now state a main result. The proof appears following the proof 
of Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let /? be a nest. 
(1) Let E and F be idempotents in Alg p. Then 
(a) E and F are algebraically equivalent within Alg /I if and only tf 
V(E)=V(F); 
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(b) E and F are similar in Alg j? tf and only tf they determine the 
same complementary pair of dimension functions, i.e., tf and only tf 
V(E) =V(F) and V(Z- E) = V(Z- F). 
(2) Given a dimension function f on /I, there exists an idempotent E in 
Alg /? such that 
f =V(E). 
(3) Zf (,f, g) is a complementary pair of dimension.functions, then there 
exists an idempotent E E Alg /3 such that 
f =V(E) and g = V(Z- E). 
Given a dimension function A let 
i 
info c p .f‘(O, Q 1 if P=O 
P,(P)= infp,<p<Pzf(Q1~Q2) if O<PtZ 
infp <I .f( Q, 0 if P=Z. 
One defines the support of a dimension function by 
suppf = {PEP: pr(P)#O}. 
Note that the support off is a closed subset of /?; also note that if f, < fz 
then supp f, L supp fi. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let B be a nest, let {A;} be the set of atoms of fl, let f be 
a dimension .function on /3, and let P, Q E /3. Suppose Q < P and the set 
{tEsuppf:Q<t<P} is finite. Then f(Ai(P-Q)) is nonzero for only 
finitely many i, and 
f(P, Q,=~fbW-Q,,. 
Proof. Let { pk}EzO be a listing, in increasing order, of the set 
{xEsuppf:Q<x<P}u{P,Q}. 
Let Ap,=p,-p,-,. 
We claim that if Ap, is not an atom of p, then f (Ap,) = 0. Indeed, choose 
y E /I with pk _, < y < pk. Since y F$ supp A the projection 
Z=V(R-SS: pk ,<S<y<R<p,andf(R,S)=O} 
580/97/l-12 
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is a nonzero interval; write it as P, - Q, . We wish to show that Z = Ap,. 
If not, then either the left or right endpoint of Z differs from the corre- 
sponding endpoint of Ap,. Suppose to be definite, that P, < pk. Then the 
fact that P, 4 supp f implies that there exists a element z > P, with 
f (y, z) = 0. But then f (Q,, zpk) = 0. As P, < zp, 6 pk, we have reached a 
contradiction to the definition of Z, so our claim follows. 
As ,f(P, Q) = xi=, f(pk, pk , ), the lemma follows. 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 requires the following result for pairs of 
dimension functions. However, as the proof for pairs is only slightly 
simpler than the proof for doubly infinite sequences, we prove the more 
general result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Le~{fi},~~ be dimension functions on /3. Given E > 0, there 
exists a commuting family of idempotents {IZj}i,z contained in Alg /? such 
that for all j E Z, 
(l) llEjll < l + &; 
(2) dim(P-Q)E,(P-Q)=f,(P, Q), for all P, QE~. 
In addition, the following statements hold. 
(3) Ifjj(P,Q)<f,+l(P,Q)for all P, QeB andjEZ, thefamily {Ej} 
may be chosen to be increasing in the sense that 
EjEj + I =Ej+IE,=EJ. 
(4) If CZ,jj(P, Q)<dimlP-Ql for all P,QE~, we may choose 
(E,} so that 
EiEi+,=Ej,,E,=O. 
Proof Recall (see [lo]) that a topological space X is dense in itself if 
it contains no isolated points and is scattered if it contains no nonempty 
dense in itself subset. Moreover, every Hausdorff topological space is the 
disjoint union of a perfect subset and a scattered subset, see [ 10, p. 79, 
Theorem 31. It is convenient o sketch the proof: Let W be the union of all 
subsets of X which are dense in themselves. Since the closure of a set which 
is dense in itsef is again dense in itself, one sees that W is closed and hence 
is perfect. Then X\ W is scattered and of course X= Wu (X\ W). 
Equip p with the strong operator topology. For each j, write supp fi as 
a disjoint union 
suppf.=Hjv K,, 
where Hi is scattered and K, is perfect. 
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Since Kj is a perfect subset of fl, we may choose a nonatomic finite 
positive Bore1 measure pj on p with l/~~ll <2-“’ and supp pj= Kj. (Of 
course, if Kj = 4, we let ,uj = 0.) Let 
00 
For each P E fl, let a(P) be the operator of multiplication by x cO,p, acting 
on L’(/?, p), and let the operator R, be multiplication by xK,, also acting on 
L*(p, p). As supp ,u, = K,, we see that R, # 0 whenever K, # 4. We require 
a lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose a(P) Rj>U(Q) R,. Thenfj(P, Q) = CO. 
Proof The hypothesis implies that pj( {x E 8: Q < x d P}) # 0. Since p, 
is a nonatomic measure, there exists a strictly increasing sequence { Pk} p= 1 
of elements of K, all of which lie between P and Q. Since Pk is in the sup- 
port of pj we see that &( Pk, P, + 1 , ) > 1. The additivity and semicontinuity 
offi now implies thatL.(P, Q) >fj(P,, P,) 3 k for all k. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 1 
Our next objective is to show that the nest 
y= {P@LY(P): PEP) 
acting on 2 @ L*(j, p) is similar to /3. Clearly 
0(P)= POE(P) 
is an order isomorphism between p and y. We claim that 8 preserves 
dimension. If dim(P - Q) = 00, then dim(B(P) - 0(Q)) = co and all is well. 
Assume then, that dim(P- Q) < co. ThenJ;(P, Q) < co, sincef, is a dimen- 
sion function. By the lemma we have a(P) R, = N(Q) Rj for all j. Since 
V Rj = IL2(/?,p)y we see that a(P) = U(Q). Hence dim(B(P) - e(Q)) = 
dim(P - Q), so our claim follows. By the similarity theorem, we conclude 
that there exists an invertible operator S such that IlSll lIS-‘II < 1 + E and 
for all PE/?, [SP] = P@cr(P). 
Let { Ai) be the set of atoms of fl. For each i, let (xi, j},E _ o? be a com- 
muting family of subprojections of Ai such that for all Jo Z, dim(x,, j) = 
f,M). Set 
and put 
F,=X,@R, 
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Then Fj is a projection which belongs to the diagonal of y, and we have 
FiF,+, =F,+,F,,jeZ. 
Fix j E Z. We wish to prove that for all P, Q E fl with Q < P, 
dim((QP) - Q(Q)) F,) =.f/(P, Q). (2) 
A computation shows, 
dim(B(P)-B(Q)) F, 
= 
(, 
c dim(x,, j(P- Q)) 
> 
+ dim(a(P) - CC(Q)) R, 
First suppose fi(P, Q) < co. The lemma above shows that U(P) R,= 
U(Q) R,, so to prove that Eq. 2 holds it suffkes to show that 
f,(Pt Q)= c f;(A,). 
a,G(P-Q) 
(3) 
Since -6 (P, Q) -C co, an argument using the additivity of dimension func- 
tions shows that there are only finitely many elements of suppfi which lie 
strictly between P and Q. Now use Lemma 3.2 to see that Eq. 3 holds. 
Hence iff,(P, Q) < co, the equality 2 is established. 
On the other hand, suppose that dim((B(P)-0(Q)) Fj) < co. Let 
G = (t E p: Q < t < P}. The fact that pi is a nonatomic measure supported 
on the perfect set K, shows 
(d(f’)-d(Q))Fj= 1 x,,,(P-Q) 00 
(, > 
(4) 
and G n K, = 4. Therefore, (supp f,) I-I G z H,. The additivity off, and the 
fact that (0(P) - 0(Q)) F,) is a finite projection shows that supp fjn G is a 
finite set. An application of Lemma 3.2 together with Eq. 4 shows 
dim(B(P)-B(Q))F,=Cdimxj,(P-Q) 
Thus if dim( (O(P) - 0(Q)) F,) < co, then Eq. 2 holds. 
We have now established Eq. 2 for all choices of P, Q E /I with Q < P. 
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Let 
E,= S-‘FjS. 
The choice of S and the fact that Fj is a projection show that 11 Ejll < 1 + E. 
Since {F,} is a commuting family, so is {E,}. The second property in the 
statement of the theorem follows from Eq. 2. 
We now describe modifications to the construction above which allow us 
to obtain the last two assertions of the theorem. 
Suppose that f, <fi+ , . Then we have supp f, s supp f;+ , and the 
construction sketched in the first paragraph of the proof shows that we 
may assume Kj E Kj+ 1. If we choose the subprojections xi,j of Ai so that 
x,,,~x;,+1 for all j, then we find F, < Fj+ i for all j. Hence part (3) of the 
theorem holds. 
Finally assume that CZ, fi (P, Q) < dimlP - Ql for all P, Q E j. We may 
choose the measures pi as above and in addition assume that they are 
pairwise mutually singular. We then find that the projections R, above are 
pairwise disjoint. The condition that CT, &(Ai) <dim A, for each atom Ai 
allows us to choose the subprojections xi,j so that x~.~x~, j+l = Xii+, xi, j = 0. 
Then FjFj,, = F,, lFj=O, and thus the final statement of the theorem 
follows. The proof is complete. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The first assertion is a restatement of 
Theorem 2.2. Part (2) of Theorem 3.3 gives the second statement. For the 
final part, Theorem 3.3, part (4), assures us that there exists a pair of 
commuting idempotents e, and e, in Alg /I with e1e2 = 0, f(P, Q) = 
dim(P-Q)e,(P-Q)andg(P, Q)=dim(P-Q)e,(P-Q).Then(e,+e,)-I 
by Theorem 2.2. Let x, y E Alg /I satisfy xy = Z, yx = e, + e2. Note that then 
Z=x(e,+e,)y, so that if E=xe,y, we have I-E=xe,y. We have Ewe, 
since (Exel)(e, yE) = E and (e, yE)(Exe,) = e,. A similar computation 
shows (Z-E)- e,. Another application of Theorem 2.2 completes the 
proof. 1 
We now give a criterion for when an idempotent is similar or algebrai- 
cally equivalent to a subidempotent of another. Theorem 2.2 gives obvious 
necessary conditions. The following result shows that these are in fact 
sufficient. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F and G be idempotents in Alg /?. 
(1) There exists an idempotent E in Alg j? with EN F and such that 
EG = GE = E if and only if for all P, Q E fl, 
dim(P-Q)F(P-Q)<dim(P-Q)G(P-Q). 
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(2) There exists an idempotent E in Alg fi ujhich is similar to F and 
such that EG = GE = E if and only> if for a11 P, Q E /I, 
dim(P-Q)F(P-Q)<dim(P-Q)G(P-Q) 
and 
dim(P-Q)(Z-G)(P-Q)<dim(P-Q)(Z-F)(P-Q). 
Proof The necessity of the dimension conditions in both parts of the 
theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
Suppose that dim(P-Q)F(P-Q)<dim(P-Q)G(P-Q) for all P,QE/?. 
Part (3) of Theorem 3.3 shows that for ,j= 1, 2 there exist commuting 
idempotents R, E Alg /3 such that R, 6 R2 and R, - F, R2 - G. Let 
x, y E Alg /I satisfy xy = G, yx = R,. Then E = GxR, yG is an idempotent 
which satisfies the requirements of the first assertion. (Indeed, GxR, and 
RI yG implement an algebraic equivalence between E and R, ; since 
algebraic equivalence is an equivalence relation, we have E-F.) We have 
thus established part (1). 
We turn to part (2). Assume then that for all P, Q E /I, 
dim(P-Q)F(P-Q)<dim(P-Q)G(P-Q) and dim(P-Q)(Z-G)(P-Q) 
<dim(P-Q)(Z-F)(P-Q). Let ,f, fL, g and g, denote the dimension 
functions associated with F, Z-F, G, and Z-G, respectively, (e.g., 
dim(P-Q)F(P-Q)=f(P, Q) for all P, QED). 
We claim that there exists a dimension function h on j3 such that 
f+h=g and h+gl=fi. (5) 
Before establishing the claim, let us show how the theorem follows from 
it. By Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.1 there exist commuting idempotents 
Rj, j = 1,2,3 such that c,‘=, Rj = Z and for all P, Q E b, 
dim(P-Q)R,(P-Q)=f(p,Q), 
dim(P - Q) RAP - Q) = h(P, Q), 
dim(P- Q) R#‘- Q) = g,(P, Q). 
Note that R, + R, is similar to G and R, is similar to F by Eqs. 5. Let 
a E Alg /I implement a similarity between R, + R, and G. Then the theorem 
follows if we take E = aR, a- ‘. 
Returning now to the claim, we first construct a closed subset W of fl 
which will become the support of h. Let 
w = (suPP’g\suPP f) u (SUPP f,\SUPP ‘CT, 11 
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where the closure is with respect o the strong operator topology. Note that 
since p\supp f s supp fi and fl\supp g, z supp g, we have 
w G supp fi n supp g. (6) 
Therefore, 
WV supp f = supp g and WVSUPP g, =suPPf,. (7) 
Define a function 4 on the set of atoms of /I together with the zero 
projection by 
if g(A)<cc 
if fL(A)< cc 
if g(A)=f,(A)=co. 
Note that there is no consistency problem in the definition of 4: this is clear 
if dim A < co. On the other hand, if A is infinite dimensional, the 
hypotheses on the idempotents F and G imply that at most one of g(A) and 
f,(A) is finite. 
Observe that for each atom A of /II, we have 
fV)+W)=gV) and d(A)+g.(A)=f,(A). (8) 
Indeed, to establish the first, suppose g(A)< cc. Then f(A) < cc and the 
desired equality is clear. On the other hand, suppose that f(A) + d(A) < co. 
Then f,(A)= cc and since #(A)< co, we conclude that g(A)< co, and all 
is well. The other equality is similar. 
For each pair (P, Q) of /I x /I, let n(P, Q) be the number of elements of 
W which lie between P and Q. Define h: j3 x p -+ N v cc by 
if n(P, Q) = co 
A~lQ-PI,Aanatomof8~(A) if n(P, Q)< 00. 
We wish to show that h is a dimension function. 
To see that h(P, Q)<dim(P-Q), assume that dim(P-Q)< co. Then 
n(P, Q) is finite and since &A) 6 dim(A) for every atom A of /?, we see that 
W’,Q)= 1 4(A)< 1 dim(A) = dim(P - Q). 
AGIP-QI A<lP-Ql 
The inequality h(P, Q) d dim(P - Q) follows. 
We now show the additivity of h. Suppose that we have a chain 
P,<P,< ... <P, of elements of 8. If n(P,, P,) = co, then for some k we 
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have n(Pk, Pkp ,) = co, and the additivity is clear. On the other hand, if 
n(P,, P,) < co, we have 
h(P,,P,)= 1 4(A)= i: ( 
A < P, ~ PO k=l 
c d(A))= i h(Pk, Pk I). 
A G Pk 4 I k=l 
Finally, to see that h is lower semicontinuous, let P,, Q, be sequences in /? 
with P,> Q,, pi 7 P, and Q, L Q. If n(P,, Q,)= cc or n(P, Q)< cc the 
lower semicontinuity is easily established. Suppose then, that n(P,, Q,) < a 
and n(P,, Q,) -+ co. Each point of W between Pj and Qi is an isolated point 
of W. Hence each point t of W which lies between P, and Qk must be an 
isolated point of supp g\supp f or an isolated point of supp ,fl \supp g,. 
Therefore, t is an isolated point of supp g or of supp fi. The lower semi- 
continuity of a dimension function shows that any isolated point of its 
support is the endpoint of an atom. In particular, t is the endpoint of an 
atom R of 8. An examination of the definition of 4 shows that 
Of course, each atom of B has two endpoints, so the number of atoms of 
fi dominated by P, - Qj is at least half of n(P,, Qj). We conclude that 
2n(P,, Q,) < h(Pj, Qj). It therefore follows that h(Pj, Qj) tends to infinity, 
as desired. 
As we have now established that h is a dimension function, to complete 
the proof of the claim it remains only to show Eqs. 5 hold. Again, we shall 
only prove the first equality, as the second is similar. Fix P, Q E /I with 
Q <P. If n(P, Q) = co, then the inclusion 6 shows that supp g contains an 
infinite number of elements between P and Q. Then both h(P, Q) and 
g(P, Q) are infinite, so our desired equality clearly holds in this case. 
Next assume that n(P, Q) < co. If the number of points m of suppf 
which lie between P and Q is infinite, then f(P, Q) = co, so g(P, Q) = cc 
since f 6 g. Thus f(P, Q) + h(P, Q) = g(P, Q). On the other hand, if m is 
finite, Eqs. 7 show that the number of points of supp g between P and Q 
is finite. By Lemma 3.2 and Eq. 8 we have, 
BP, Q)+h(P,Q)= c f(A)+ 2 4(A) 
AGP-Q A<PpQ 
= 1 g(A)= g(P> Q,. 
ASP-Q 
This exhausts all cases, so that we lindf+ h = g. The proof of the claim is 
now complete. The theorem is proved. I 
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4. SIMILARITY AND HOMOTOPY OF IDEMPOTENTS 
Recall that two idempotents E and F in a Banach algebra d are 
homotopic if there exists a norm continuous path of idempotents which 
begins at E and ends at F. We shall sometimes write E -,, F if this is the 
case. 
We begin by presenting an example of a C*-algebra d containing two 
unitarily equivalent projections p and q with p < q such that p and q are not 
homotopic in r;9. While it is undoubtedly known that this behavior may 
occur in a C*-algebra, we give the example both to motivate Theorem 4.1 
and to contrast with Corollary 4.6. 
EXAMPLE. Let S be the unilateral shift acting on A? = Z*(N) and let Y 
be the Toeplitz algebra, i.e., the C*-algebra generated by S. Let d be the 
C*-subalgebra of M2(Y) whose diagonal entries are elements of 5 and 
whose off-diagonal entries are compact operators. Let 
u=(Z I-;‘), P=(; J> 
and 
q=(i &*). 
Then U, p, and q belong to d, U is a unitary operator, q = U*pU, and p 
and q are projections with p < q. Let 9 be the unitary group of d and let 
‘Z& be the connected component of the identity in Y. 
Note that if two projections in d are homotopic, then they are unitarily 
equivalent via a unitary operator belonging to 9,. Indeed, this follows from 
the fact that any two sufficiently close projections in d are similar via a 
unitary operator in 9&. 
Let VE d be any unitary operator with q = V*pV. We claim that V’$ $,. 
To see this, write 
where vii E Y and k, are compact operators. The equations q = V*p V and 
VI/* = 10 I yield, 
elul, = 1, k,, f0, and ~11 UT, + k,zk:z = I. 
Hence a,, is a Fredholm operator on 2 with nonzero index. The image of 
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~2 under the Calkin map 7c is F/X @FJX, so since L’,, has nonzero 
index, n(V) is not connected to the identity in ~(,c4). It follows that P’ is 
not homotopic to I in 9. 
It follows that p and q cannot be homotopic in .c4. 
Consider the following question: Is the group of invertibles in a nest 
algebra connected in the norm topology? If so, by connecting the operator 
implementing the similarity to the identity, it follows immediately that two 
similar idempotents in a nest algebra are homotopic. Thus a weaker ques- 
tion is: Are two similar idempotents in a nest algebra homotopic? 
While we do not know the answer to the question for nest algebras 
concerning the connectedness of invertibles, we can use our results to give 
a partial answer to whether two similar idempotents in a nest algebra are 
homotopic. Our objective is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be a nest and let E and F be commuting idempotents 
in Alg b. If E and F are similar in Alg /3, then they are homotopic. 
Before embarking on the proof, we pause to give a few applications. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let B he a nest and suppose E and F are similar idem- 
potents in Alg b. Then the following statements hold. 
(1) There exists a positive number E (depending on )I El1 and 1)Fll) such 
that if IIEF- FE/I < E, then E and F are homotopic. 
(2) If EF- FE belongs to the Jacobson radical of Alg B, then E and 
F are homotopic. 
(3) If b is a continuous nest and EF- FE is a compact operator, then 
E and F are homotopic. 
(4) rf both E and F belong to 9(b), or more generally, if there exists 
an invertible SEB(Z) such that both SES-’ and SFS’ are projections, 
then E and F are homotopic. 
(5) Suppose /3 is a continuous nest and E belongs to 9(B). Then E is 
homotopic to a core projection. 
Proof: We prove the first two parts simultaneously. Let us begin with 
some remarks and a formal computation. We shall produce an idempotent 
G which commutes with E and is homotopic to F. Since homotopic 
idempotents are similar, F and G are similar. Hence E is similar to G. 
The theorem then implies that G and E are homotopic, and therefore 
EN,, GN/, F. 
Let 
C= EFE+ (I- E)F(Z- E) 
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and 
x=z-4(C-c7. 
Note that C and E commute. Assume for the moment that a branch $ of 
the square root function is analytic in a neighborhood of the spectrum of 
x. Then x is invertible. Let Z be a suitable contour around the spectrum 
of x and set 
Then u is invertible and u2 = x. Moreover, u commutes with both C and E. 
We have ((I- 2C) up 1)2 = Z, so it follows that 
G=z-(z-2C)uP 
2 
is an idempotent which commutes with E. Set 
u=(Z-2G)(Z-2F)+Z. 
Note that uF= Gv and 
v=up'(Z+2(C-F)(2F-Z))+Z. (9) 
We wish to arrange for u to be invertible and connected to the identity, for 
then we shall have Fmh G. 
To complete the proofs of parts (1) and (2) note that the program 
sketched above can be completed provided that either EF- FE has small 
enough norm or belongs to the radical. Indeed, if this is the case, a 
computation yields, 
C'-C=EF(EF-FE)E+(Z-E)F(EF-FE)(Z-E). 
Hence the spectrum of x lies in a small disk centered at 1, so we may define 
u as above. Next, using the form for v given in Eq. 9 and observing that 
F-C=E(EF-FE)-(EF-FE)E, 
we see that we may arrange for u to be invertible and to possess a 
logarithm. Thus v also has the required properties. 
Part (3) follows from part (2) since any compact operator in Alg /I 
belongs to the radical. 
We now turn to part (4). Assume E, FEN. Note that since g(p) is 
a von Neumann algebra, E and F are similar within g(p) to projections e 
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and J Since the group of invertibles in a von Neumann algebra is 
connected, we see that E -,, r and F - ,, f, so it suffices to prove that e - ,, .f: 
As 9(B) is a von Neumann algebra, there exists an invertible operator 
TE 9(/I) such that TeT ~’ and f commute. Connecting T to the identity 
through invertibles and applying the theorem, we find e-II TeT ~~’ -,,.f: 
This completes part (4). 
Finally to prove part (5), we may again assume that E is actually a 
projection. By Theorem 2.7, E is similar to a core projection. The corollary 
now follows from an application of Theorem 4.1. 1 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We 
begin with a simple lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let d be a unital Banach algebra and let E and F be com- 
muting similar idempotents in & satisfying EF = 0. Then there exists s E d 
such that s2 = I and SEC ’ = F. Moreover s can be chosen so that if R E .d 
andR(E+F)=(E+F)R=O thensR=Rs. 
Proox Let a E & satisfy aEa -’ = F. Set 
s=FaE+Ea-‘F+(I-(E+F)). 
Routine computations now show that s satisfies the requirements above. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let fl be a nest and let E and F be commuting projections in 
9(/l) such that AE = AF for every atom A of fi. Then BE,1 and pEL, are 
(possibly trivial) continuous nests. 
Proof: Suppose G = EF’ is nonzero. Choose P, Q E 8, Q d P so that 
(P-Q)G is an atom of BG. Let 
and 
P,=A {R@GR=GPf 
Q, =V {RED: GR=GQ}. 
Then G(P, - QI) = G(P- Q) and we claim that (P, - Qr) is an atom of p. 
Ifnot, thereexists ReDwith Q,<R<P,. Since (P,-QI)Gisanatomof 
B G, we have 
o~(W’rRWU-Q,,}, 
contradicting the choice of P, or Q, . Thus (P, - Q, ) is an atom of fi. 
Therefore we conclude that (P, - Ql)G = (P, - Ql) EFI = (PI -Q,) FF’ 
= 0. Thus PG has no nontrivial atoms, i.e., it is a continuous nest. As the 
proof that PELF is continuous is analogous, the proof is complete. 1 
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We shall use the term symmetry to describe a (possibly nonselfadjoint) 
square root of the identity operator. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let E and F be idempotents in Alg /I with FE= EF= F 
and which satisfy AEA = AFA for every atom A of j3. If E and Fare similar, 
then there exist symmetries s, t E Alg fi such that tsEs ~ ’ t ~ ’ = F. 
Proof: Let a be an invertible operator in Alg /I satisfying aEa-’ = F. 
Put 
G=aFa-‘, D=a-‘Ea. 
A computation shows that {D, E, F, G} is a set of commuting idempotents. 
Moreover, for any atom A = R, - R, of p, the semi-invariance of A implies 
that AaA commutes with AEA = AFA. Hence, AGA = AFA = AEA = ADA. 
By choosing an appropriate invertible operator S, we may arrange 
that (SDS-‘, SES-‘, SFS-‘, SGS-’ } is a commuting family of 
projections, and ([SR,] - [SR,]) SDS-‘= ([SR,] - [SR,]) SES-‘= 
([SR,] - [SR,]) SFS-’ = ([SR,] - [SR,]) SGS-‘. By working with 
Alg Sg instead of Alg /? and with {SDS -‘, SES ~ ‘, SFS- ‘, SGS- ’ } 
instead of {D, E, F, G}, it follows that we may assume that {D, E, F, G} is 
a commuting family of projections such that AD = AE = AF = AG for every 
atom A of fi. 
Note that then 
We wish to show that D - E, E - G, and F- G are all similar in 
Alg 8. The proposition will follow once this is accomplished, for by 
Lemma 4.3 there exist symmetries , t E Alg /I which commute with G and 
satisfy s(E - G) s- ’ = D - E and t(F- G) t ’ = D - E. Hence tsEst = 
ts(G+(E-G))st=G+(F-G)=F. 
Let K= D - G. By Lemma 4.4, /IK is a continuous nest, and it suffices to 
show D - E, E - G, and F- G are all similar in Alg flK. Now by construc- 
tion, F - G, E - F, and D - E are similar in Alg B. Therefore we have 
dim(P-Q)K(F-G)=dim(P-Q)K(E-F) 
= dim(P- Q)K(D - E) for all P, Q E /?. 
As these dimensions can only take the values zero or infinity, we conclude 
that 
dim(P- Q)K(E- G) 
=dim(P-Q)K(F-G)+dim(P-Q)K(E-F) 
=dim(P-Q)K(D-E). 
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It follows that (E- G) - (D-E) in Alg PK. Since E- G and D - E are 
orthogonal, we see that in fact they are similar in Alg pK and hence in 
Alg /?. This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let E and F be similar commuting idempotents in Alg p 
such that EF= F. Then E and F are homotopic. 
ProoJ Once again, since E and F commute, we may assume they are 
projections. Let { Ai} be the set of atoms of b for which A,E # A,F. Now 
A,E and A,F are similar projections in 9(fiA,) and are therefore unitarily 
equivalent in 9(bA,). Hence we may find partial isometries w, &3(/I) so 
that wiA,Ew*=A,Fand w~wi=wjw~=A,. Then W=Cw,+(Z-CA,)is 
a unitary operator in 9(b). Let e = WEW*. As the set of unitaries in 9(/?) 
is connected, we see that e and E are homotopic. Moreover we have 
eF = Fe = F, A ;e = A,F for every atom A,. Since e and F are similar, the 
proposition shows that e and Fare similar by a product of two symmetries. 
As the spectrum of a symmetry is { - 1, 1 }, it can be connected to the 
identity. The corollary follows. u 
We require the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let B be a nest and let E, FE 9(p) be similar commuting 
projections such that for every atom A of p, AE = AF. Let 
and set 
G=EF+FEl(I-J). 
Then G satisfies 
(1) G<F; 
(2) G commutes with both E and F, EG = EF and EF’ = EG’; 
(3) for any interval P - Q of /I, 
dim(P-Q)GEIddim(P-Q)EF’; 
(4) G and F are similar. 
Proof: The first two properties are clear. Consider the third property. 
Lemma 4.4 shows that fiEfi. is a continuous nest, hence djm(P- Q) EF’ E 
{O,co}. If dim(P-Q)EF’=O then P-Q<J. Hence (P-Q)G= 
(P - Q) EF SO we conclude that (P- Q) GEL = 0. The third assertion now 
follows. 
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It remains to prove that F and G are similar. We show that F-G. Fix 
P, Q E /I with P > Q. As G < F, we clearly have dim(P - Q)G = 
dim(P-Q)F if dim(P-Q)G=co. Assume then that dim(P-Q)G<co. 
We claim that 
(P- Q) JEF’ = 0. (10) 
Note that (P- Q) GFE’ = 0 because it is a finite projection in Alg /?,,I 
and flFEI is a continuous nest. Therefore, 
(P-Q)G=(P-Q)EF. (11) 
Since J and EF’ are orthogonal we have 
(P-Q)EJ=(P-Q)EFJ. (12) 
Hence combining Eqs. ( 11) and (12) we find 
(P-Q) GJ= (P- Q) EJ= (P- Q) EFJ. 
NOW if R, SE /I, R > S, and (R - S) < J(P - Q), the fact that E and F are 
similar yields, 
dim(R-S)E=dim(R-S)F=dim(R-S)EF<oo. 
Hence (R - S) EF’ = 0 because it is a finite projection in the algebra of the 
continuous nest PEFl. Since (P-Q)J=v ((R-S): (R-S)BJ(P-Q)} 
we have, 
(P-Q) JEF’=V ((R-S)EF’: (R-s)<(P-Q)J, 
= 0. 
Thus Eq. (10) holds. 
But now, 
(P-Q)F=(P-Q)G+(P-Q)JEF’ 
=(f’-Q)G, 
from which it follows that dim(P - Q) F= dim(P - Q)G. Hence we obtain 
F-G. 
Analogous considerations how that FL N G’, so the lemma follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
E and F are projections and that for every atom A of fl, EA = FA. 
Let G be as in the preceeding lemma. Then by Corollary 4.6 we see that 
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F and G are homotopic. By Theorem 3.4 and part (3) of the above lemma, 
we see that there exists an idempotent HE Alg /? with H d EF’ and 
H - GE I. Since H and GE 1 commute and their product is 0, we see that 
they are actually similar in Alg p. By Lemma 4.3 there is a symmetry s 
commuting with EG which implements the similarity. Thus 
SGS ‘=s(EG+GE’)s-‘=EG+H=EF+H<E. 
By connecting s to the identity through invertibles in Alg f3, we see that G 
is homotopic to EF+ H. Thus F-, G-, EF+ H. Since EF+ H is a sub- 
idempotent of E which is similar to E, an application of Corollary 4.6 
shows that E and F are homotopic. 1 
5. IDEMPOTENTS IN Rl; 
Recall that for a separably acting nest /I, the ideal RF is the set of all 
operators A E Alg B for which, given E > 0 there exists a finite or infinite 
sequence {G,} of mutually orthogonal b-intervals with 
(this is called a /?-partition) such that IIG,AG,I/ <E for each n. This is a 
norm-closed two-sided ideal in Alg p. One of the consequences of similarity 
theory is that if b is an uncountable separably acting nest, then RF contains 
a nonzero idempotent [ 13, Theorem 4.61. 
LEMMA 5.1. If E is an idempotent in RF, then there is a P-partition 
(G,} such that G, EG, = 0 for each n. 
Proof: Let E = $, and obtain a a-partition {G,> such that 
llG,EG,II < + 
for each n. Since each G, is semi-invariant for Alg /?, each operator G,EG, 
is also an idempotent. But an idempotent of norm strictly less than one is 
zero. So G, EG, = 0 for each n. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. If E is an idempotent in RF, then for every p-interval G 
either GEG = 0 or dim(GEG) = + co. Also, dim(G(Z- E)G) = dim(G) for 
every nonzero B-interval G. 
Proof: For the first statement, since each compression GEG is also an 
idempotent in R;, it will suffice to verify that every nonzero idempotent 
E in RF has infinite rank. But this follows from the fact that every compact 
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operator in RF is contained in the Jacobson radical of Alg j3, hence is 
quasinilpotent, and a quasinilpotent idempotent is 0. 
For the second statement, let G be a nonzero B-interval, and let 
F= G(Z- E)G. Then F is an idempotent by semi-invariance of G, and 
dim(F) <dim(G). If dim(F) = + cc the proof is complete. If dim(F) < co, 
then dim(F) = trace(F). Let {G,,} b e a P-partition for which G,* EG,* = 0 for 
each n. Then x G,FG, is of trace class and has the same trace as F. We 
have G, FG, = GG,, using the fact that G, commutes with G. Thus 
G = C G,FG,. This shows that dim(F) = dim(G). 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let p he an uncountable separably acting nest, und let E he 
an idempoten t in Rr . Then (I - E) - I. Consequently, any two idempotents 
E and F in RT are co-equivalent in the sense that their complements I-E 
and I - F are algebraically equivalent. 
Proof By Lemma 5.2, dim( G(Z ~ E) G) = dim(GZG) for every B-interval 
G. Thus Theorem 2.2 yields that (Z-E) - I. The last statement follows 
from the fact that algebraic equivalence is an equivalence relation. 1 
Let us say that a p-interval G compression-annihilates an idempotent 
EEAlgj3 if GEG=O. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let p be an uncountable separably acting nest, and let E 
and F be idempotents in RF. The following are equivalent: 
(1) E and F are similar within Alg B. 
(2) E and F are algebraically equivalent. 
(3) E and F are compression-annihilated by the same intervals. 
Proof If E and F are compression-annihilated by the same B-intervals, 
then an application of Lemma 5.2 together with Theorem 2.2 shows that 
E-F. So (3) implies (2). Next, if one assumes E-F, then since Lemma 5.3 
yields automatically that 
(I-E)-(Z-F), 
an application of Proposition 1.1 shows that E and F are similar. So (2) 
implies (1). Another direct application of Theorem 2.2 shows that (1) 
implies (3). 1 
6. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS 
PROBLEM 6.1. Theorem 4.1 shows two commuting, similar idempotents 
in a nest algebra are homotopic. Are two similar idempotents in a nest 
algebra homotopic? 
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PROBLEM 6.2. Are two similar R,“’ idempotents homotopic? 
PROBLEM 6.3. Call an idempotent EE Alg /J diffuse if E- (I- E). Such 
idempotents played an important role throughout this paper, and are the 
analogues of projections in g’(x) whose range and kernel are infinite 
dimensional. Continuous nest algebras contain many diffuse idempotents. 
A simple argument using Theorem 2.2 implies that they are all similar 
within Alg /I. Are diffuse idempotents homotopic? 
PROBLEM 6.4. One of the techniques used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 
is to replace an operator implementing a similarity between idempotents E
and F with a finite product of symmetries which also implements a 
similarity between E and F. In fact, it can be shown that one may take the 
operator implementing the similarity to be a product of at most 19 
symmetries. Can one use this technique more generally? More precisely, if 
E and F are noncommuting similar idempotents is it possible to find a 
finite product of symmetries which implements the similarity? If so, is it 
possible to find a uniform bound on the number of symmetries needed? 
Remark 6.5. Theorem 3.1 shows that there exists a natural class of 
objects (dimension functions) which enables one to completely describe all 
algebraic and similarity classes of idempotents. It is possible to use other 
abstract sets for this purpose. For example, suppose /I is a continuous nest, 
and consider the sets, 
gE= {G : G is a b-interval maximal with respect o GEG = 0}, 
and 
TE= {PEP: GEGZO whenever CEO(P)}, 
where O(P) is the set of all b-intervals F such that P belongs to the open 
order interval determined by the endpoints of F. Then Theorem 2.2 shows 
that E, N E, if and only if gE, = gEZ if and only if PE, = FE*. Not every set 
of orthogonal a-intervals corresponds to an idempotent and not every 
closed subset of fi corresponds to an idempotent. It is possible to impose 
hypotheses o that one obtains characterizations of equivalence classes. For 
certain purposes, these are useful. In recent work of J. Orr and X. Dai, the 
closed set approach is “right” and is applied to operators other than idem- 
potents. For our purposes, the dimension function approach is more 
suitable especially in view of the parallel with Type I IV*-theory. Also, once 
one passes beyond the continuous nest case, these alternate approaches to 
classification become unwieldy. 
Remark 6.6. An unsolved question for an infinite nest /I is whether the 
group of invertible operators of Alg p is connected in the norm topology. 
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For any Banach algebra d, the homotopy classes of certain norm con- 
tinuous loops of idempotents in M,(d) are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the connected components of the group of invertible elements of d. 
Since M,(Alg j?) is a nest algebra, the idempotent structure of nest algebras 
may shed light on this problem. Presently, we know little about loops. 
Remark 6.7. In Section 2, we observed that Theorem 2.2 and the 
similarity theorem are equivalent. The key ingredient in the proof of 
the similarity theorem is a deep result of N. Anderson. A direct proof 
of Theorem 2.2 using only internal structural information might be 
illuminating. 
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